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Overview

Report Overview

About this Report
The Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority’s (JCAA’ s) 2014-15 Annual Report was prepared in satisfaction of
the requirements of the Public Bodies Management and Accountability Act, the Civil Aviation (1996) Act and other
relevant legislation, governing the operations of the JCAA and its reporting requirements.

The Report provides an overview of the JCAA’ s operations and performance against goals identified in the Authority’s
Corporate Plan, for the year ending March 31, 2015.

As a statutory organisation of the Ministry of Transport, Works and Housing, the Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority possesses a legal
obligation to submit annual reports to Parliament, at the end of each financial year. The publication of this annual report
also fulfils an important element of the JCAA’ s reporting responsibilities to the wider aviation community.

The Report also contains financial information and statements for the 2014-2015 year. It additionally outlines the
Authority’s plans to meet expected challenges in the year ahead.

The 2013-14 Annual Report and other corporate publications of the JCAA may be accessed electronically at
www.jcaa.gov.jm.

Contact details

For more information regarding the report, or to request printed copies, please contact:

The Information Services Department 
Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority
4 Winchester Road
Kingston 10, Jamaica, W.I.
Phone: (876) 960-3948, 960-3965
Fax: (876) 920-0194
Email: info@jcaa.gov.jm.

Readers are invited to provide suggestions for improving the Report, via email at info@jcaa.gov.jm.

© Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority 2014

The Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority possesses proprietary rights over the information contained in this Report. Apart from any use permitted under the
Copyright Act, no part may be reproduced by any process without prior written permission from the Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority. Requests and inquiries

concerning reproduction and rights should be addressed to the Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority, 4 Winchester Road, Kingston 10.



 
          

      
       

     
   

          
   

To be recognized as a world class civil 
aviation administration, 

integrally involved in the sustainable 
development of a safe and thriving global 

aviation community which 
supports and serves Jamaica.

Our Vision
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Our Mission
To ensure that the Public is provided with a safe, 
reliable, efficient and user-friendly Air Transport 
System, being cognizant of the standards and 

recommended practices developed by the 
International Civil Aviation Organization.

In carrying out its mission, the Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority 
has a commitment to:
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Core Values
Our employees are unified around a set of core values. These are integral to the way we conduct our activities, as
we work cooperatively to achieve the mandate of the JCAA.

We put our values into action every day, 
as we remain committed to:

•     The safe and orderly development of civil aviation in Jamaica (acknowledging the convention of ICAO)

•     Providing efficient and user-responsive Air Navigation Services to the national and international communities

•     Cooperating with other agencies in the facilitation, provision and regulation of a reliable and effective public 
     Air Transport System

•     Providing an appropriate environment for the growth, development and professional enhancement of staff

Guiding Principles

We will achieve our mission by:

•    carrying out the mandate of the JCAA with honesty, openness, impartiality and reliability

•     promoting and supporting adherence to applicable environmental standards at all times

•     aiming for excellence in the services we deliver, and in our daily performance

•     striving to exceed the expectations of our clients and customers at all times

•     working cooperatively to achieve the JCAA’s objectives, while respecting the views of each other

•     pledging to lead and manage, using best industrial practices

•     operating in a framework that fosters transparency, accountability and inclusiveness.
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Registered Office

Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority
4 Winchester Road, Kingston 10
Telephone: [876] 960-3948, 960-3965
Fax: [876] 920-0194
Email: info@jcaa.gov.jm

Board of Directors

• The Hon. B. St. Michael Hylton, OJ, QC Chairman

•     Mr. Wilford Heaven, MBA, JP  Deputy Chairman

• Mrs. Maria Jones  Board Member

• Mr. Keith Senior Board Member

• Mr. Kevin Powell  Board Member

• Dr. Janine Dawkins Board Member

• Ms. Tasha Manley  Board Member

• Dr. Wesley Hughes  Board Member

• Rear Admiral Hardley Lewin  Non-Voting Member

• Hon. Shirley Tyndall Non- Voting Member

• Lt. Col. Jamie Ogilvie  Non-Voting Member

• Mr. Nari Williams-Singh, JP  Director General/Ex-Officio Member

• Ms. Marva Gordon  Corporate Secretary

LEADERSHIP TEAM:
MEMBER DESIGNATION

Mr. Nari Williams-Singh, JP Director General

Mrs. Nichole Morgan Deputy Director General, Administration & Services

Mr. Rohan Campbell Deputy Director General, Regulatory Affairs

Ms. Constance Barrett Director, Finance

Mr. Carl Gaynair Director, Air Navigation Services

Mr. Michael Hepburn Director, Economic Regulation

Ms. Janet Henry Director, Human Resource

Lt. Col. Egbert Field Director, Flight Safety (Actg.)

Ms. Marva Gordon General Counsel

Auditors Bankers

KPMG
The Victoria Mutual Building 
6 Duke Street, Kingston 
Telephone: (876) 922 6640
Fax: (876) 922-7198
Email: firmmail@kpmg.com.jm

National Commercial Bank
New Kingston Branch
1-7 Knutsford Boulevard
Kingston 5
FirstCaribbean International Bank (Jamaica) Ltd.
78 Half Way Tree Road
Kingston

Corporate Data
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Letter of Transmittal



Main Divisions

 
• Information Technology
• Air Navigation Services
• Accounts
• Legal 
• Audit 
• Information Services
• Procurement & Office Management
• Human Resource

• Economic Regulation
   (Air Transport)
• Flight Safety

Jamaica Civil
 Aviation Authority

 REGULATORY AFFAIRSADMINISTRATION  & SERVICES
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Chairman’s 
Statement

T
he recently concluded 2014-15 financial year, was
a challenging, but stable and progressive one for the
Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority. As the period pro-

gressed, the JCAA maintained an unrelenting focus on
safety, security and the sustainable development of Ja-
maica’s air transport industry. Strengthening its capacity in
the core functions of regulating the civil aviation in-
dustry, providing air navigation services and ensuring
the industry’s development through infrastructure moderni-
sation were key drivers for the financial year 2014-15.
The Board, through the Executive Management team,
spearheaded efforts to solidify and bolster the organi-
zation’s framework, as a means of promoting industry
growth and national development.

As in previous years, the JCAA was challenged by adverse
trends and factors which affected the global aviation
environment.  These included wide fluctuations in fuel
prices, several widely publicized major aviation occurrences,
and intermittent security threats.  These issues created
some volatility in the air transport industry, but for the
JCAA, they st rengthened our resolve to expedi te
capacity-building and infrastructure modernisation
efforts, to ensure the maintenance of a safe and secure
air transportation system.  

Fostering a Continuous Improvement Culture

Conscious of the need to expedite project delivery
and increase productivity in a dynamic aviation environment,
the JCAA applied itself to charting a sustainable course
for continuous development. In a global economy still
recovering from the financial meltdown of 2007, the
JCAA was able to maintain financial viability, while solidifying
the organisation’s ability to facilitate needed modernization
of Jamaica’s air transport industry.

Our priorities were programmes and activities which
enhanced aviation safety performance and improved
Jamaica’s ability to efficiently manage anticipated growth in
air traffic. These were established in accordance with the
guidelines and requirements of the Global Aviation Safety
Plan (GASP) and the Global Air Navigation Plan (GANP),
which have been developed by the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO). 

The programme of acquisition for a significantly upgraded
communications, navigation and surveillance system

commenced and was in high gear, at the end of the
reporting period. The first thrust of this multi-phased
programme was seamlessly concluded in December
2014, with the implementation of a microwave radio
network. The new network tripled the information-
carrying capacity of the previous system, and enhanced
the safety and efficiency of Jamaica’s airspace, by
minimizing the risk of critical data loss, in the event of
a failure or interruption.

The construction of two new Air Traffic Control towers at
Norman Manley International Airport (NMIA) and Sangster
International Airport (SIA) was, additionally, completed in
June and September 2014, respectively. These facilities
have guaranteed a conduit for imminent enhancements in the
capacity, reliability and safety of Jamaica’s air transportation
system. They are also strategic components of a programme
of activities, on which the JCAA has embarked to exploit
Jamaica’s positioning as a trans-continental gateway, linking
the Asian, North American & South American continents. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE – THE LEAN
TOWARDS ‘GREENER’ SKIES

As Jamaica assumed a vanguard role in multinational
efforts to ensure the environmental sustainability of the
global aviation industry, the JCAA furthered implementation
efforts, and a commitment to action plans for improving
environmental performance, through a progressive
programme for more efficient airspace utilization. 
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Progress on projects to support the implementation of
Performance Based Navigation advanced over the
2014-15 year, as an important sustainability and
efficiency–generating initiative. The programme of
activities, which include the introduction of Continuous
Descent Operations (CDO) and Continuous Climb
Operations (CCO) in Jamaica’s terminal control areas,
will greatly reduce carbon emissions, while increasing
our air navigation capacity through the redesign of
our Standard Instrument Departure (SID) and Standard
Terminal Arrival Routes (STARs).

Responsible & Supportive Regulation

To enhance the foundation for sustainable industry
development, while ensuring a safe, reliable and cus-
tomer-centric air transportation system, work continued
to ensure the effective performance of the JCAA’ s regula-
tory functions. As a seminal measure, the JCAA initiated
amendments to the primary and subsidiary legislation
which governs Jamaica’s civil aviation industry, including the
Civil Aviation Act, Regulations and Schedules. The revisions
have begun to establish the framework for strategic industry
growth and continued conformity with global standards.  

The JCAA also undertook an array of critical certification,
licensing and approval responsibilities, to authorize and
monitor the conduct of core activities by air operators
and general aviation service providers.

The Authority’s monitoring, oversight and industry-engagement
activities culminated in the hosting of a JCAA-sponsored
Aviation Forum for the General Aviation Community. The
forum set the stage for closer industry partnerships and
consultation. It also generated action plans, which support
the development and sustainability of the sector.

Creating a welcoming environment for Industry Investors
& Air Operators through Market Expansion 

In accordance with continuous efforts to improve the
regulatory environment, while making Jamaica more
attractive to air industry operators, barriers to entry
were increasingly eliminated last year, as Jamaica facilitated
sector-wide expansion. With support from the JCAA, Jamaica
concluded three (3) Air Services Agreements with the
Czech Republ ic ,  Turkey and New Zealand, as it
participated in the ICAO Air Services Negotiation
Conference (ICAN) in Bali, Indonesia. The ground-
work was further laid for the establishment of seven (7)
agreements with a number of Asian, European and African
countries, including Qatar, India, Sri Lanka, Burkina Faso,
Austria, Kenya and Ethiopia.

Through these Air Services Agreements, Jamaica has
continued to enhance the vitality and vigour of the local
air transport sector, while significantly strengthening
its position as a primary gateway for international
cargo and passenger traffic.

National & Local Community Partnerships

The Authority continued to demonstrate exemplary
corporate citizenship through its active support for
nat ional and local development in i t iat ives .  Our
escalated participation in outreach efforts, over the
2014-2015 fiscal year, included significant support for
the annual National Labour Day Project, as well as
projects at the Hanover and St. Mary Infirmaries. The latter
included the procurement and installation of a solar power
system and the provision of water tanks.  

During the course of the year, the Authority also provided
assistance to the Jones Town Primary School, as it
partnered with the school’s Board of Management to
create a more conducive environment for learning. The
Authority’s enthusiastic support was also extended to
Jamaica’s premier international investment and business
conference, JAMPRO Investment Forum 2015, which
successfully promoted Jamaica as a hub for business
opportunities.

Continuous Empowerment, Training and Development

New members of the Executive Management team were
appointed in the 2014/2015 financial year. Mr. Nari
Williams-Singh, who has served the Authority and regional
organisations in various capacities over the years, was
appointed Director General in February, 2015. It is
expected that, with his leadership, the JCAA will become a
more effective regulator and provider of air navigation
services, as the Authority revamps its positioning to keep
apace of growing industry demands and trends.

The management and staff of the JCAA also remained
committed to providing the best services possible in a
challenging and dynamic environment. An aggressive
programme of training initiatives continued over the reporting
period to ensure the maintenance of highly skilled staff,
that was continuously trained to keep current with new
requirements and changes in the global aviation environment.

Ministerial Oversight & Support

The Minister of Transport, Works and Housing, Dr. The
Honourable Omar Davies, maintained a keen interest in
the air transport industry, as he spearheaded oversight
and auxiliary initiatives to support Jamaica’s growth
initiative.  He participated in a number of industry
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functions, including the ICAO Regional Air Transportation
Conference, which solidly advanced a platform for
participating regional states to harmonize their efforts
and collaborate, in the interest of attaining acceptable
levels of safety, security and facilitation. 

During 2014-2015 financial year, the Minister approved
funding for three significant projects. 

These included:

     • the replacement of the hardware & software com
     ponents of the JCAA’s AUTOTRAC 
     Air Traffic Management system
     
     • work on the phased implementation of an 
     Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast 
     (ADS-B) technology, and 

     • a critical Air Navigation Services (ANS) project
t     o redefine the air navigation landscape 
     from a land-based to a satellite system.

As a result of these projects, the Authority and industry
are increasing their capacities to enhance surveillance
monitoring, while improving air navigation efficiency
through better processes for separating and monitoring of
air traffic. Other benefits include the incorporation of a
cooperative surveillance technology for controlling the
airspace, and the enhanced ability to provide accurate
information to Air Traffic Controllers.  

The Strategic Outlook

Continued technological advancements and ever-increasing
standards will require rapid and efficient changes in
technology, the legislative and regulatory framework and
the manner in which services are provided by the Authority
to the air transport industry.  The JCAA embraces the
obstacles presented by this dynamic and rapidly advancing
industry, as opportunities to plan modernisation projects
with diligence and agility in a progressive regulatory
environment.

In response to internal and external pressures and
requirements, the performance of the JCAA continues to
be buoyed by the contributions of the staff, management
and the Board of Directors.  In their various capacities,
they remain uncompromising in the provision of reliable,
efficient and safe air navigation services and effective
regulation. The JCAA also remains committed to attracting
and retaining the cadre of resources and expertise that
will allow us to capitalize on the opportunities arising from
the anticipated boom in air traffic demand and volumes. 

We are confident of continued success in the upcoming
years, as we conduct and confirm our role as a critical
facilitator of Jamaica’s development efforts.
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The Hon. 
B. St. Michael Hylton, OJ, QC
Chairman

Mr. Wilford Heaven, MBA, JP
Deputy Chairman

Mrs. Maria Jones
Board Member

MR. Kevin Powell 
Board Member

Mr. Keith Senior
Board Member

Dr. Janine Dawkins
Board Member

Dr. Wesley Hughes
Board Member

Board of Directors

Ms. Tasha Manley
Board Member
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Rear Admiral Hardley Lewin
Non-Voting Member

NON-VOTING MEMBERS

Lt.Col. Jamie Ogilvie
Non-Voting Member

Hon. Shirley Tyndall
Non-Voting Member

Board of Directors (Cont’d.)

Ms. Marva Gordon
Corporate Secretary

Mr. Nari Williams-Singh, JP
Director General/Ex-Officio
Member
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Report of the

JCAA’s Board of Directors
T

he Board of the Directors of the Jamaica Civil Avi-
ation Authority provided strategic oversight in re-
lation to the Authority’s mandate as a regulator

and provider of air navigation services.  It recognised
the need for a transformation of the JCAA’s operations,
in order to meet the organisation’s mission and goal of
being recognized as a world-class provider of aviation
services.  

The Board’s focus remained on improvements in the plan-
ning and reporting activities of the JCAA, in keeping
with its obligations under Section 6 of the Public Bodies
Management and Accountability Act (PBMA).  In the
2014-2015 financial year, the Board also sought
enhanced accountability in the management of the
JCAA’s resources .  It developed and implemented
enhanced information, control, evaluation and reporting
policies and procedures, and oversaw the development
of measureable objectives and performance targets.  

Through the management of the Authority, the Board of
Directors was also able to advise the Minister of
Transport, Works and Housing on matters of general
policy, relating to the international, regional and domestic
civil aviation industries on the matters of regulation
and service-provision. 

Substantial Matters

The JCAA’s Board, during the period, focused on the
following key initiatives:
                  

     1. Monitoring the activities which will lead to the
     commissioning  of the two new Air Traffic 
     Control Towers at the Norman Manley and 
     Sangster International Airports

     2. Modernising the JCAA’s equipment, systems and
      expertise in the provision of air navigation services
     
     3. Vacation Leave management

     4. Improving staff morale

     5. Improving recruitment practices 

     6. Transitioning to a deliberate & comprehensive
     planning approach

     7. Enhancing physical security at all JCAA 
     locations

     8. Improving the physical infrastructure and 
     environment

     9. Upgrading and enhancing the existing 
     information technology to support the 
     Authority’s endeavours

     10. Conducting oversight activities with respect to
     the full economic regulatory review of the 
     charges at the Norman Manley and Sangster 
     International Airports and

     11. Overseeing activities with respect to JCAA’s 
     subsidiary, Aeronautical Telecommunications 
     Limited (AEROTEL)

In line with efforts to adopt a more calculated and
regimented planning process, the JCAA’s Board introduced
an annual retreat, the first of which was held in September
2014. At this Board Retreat, the JCAA’s Board considered
its corporate planning approach, and established markers
for the performance of the executive management, finance
and expenditure activities for the coming year. An integrated
approach to corporate planning was emphasized which was
then translated into a revamped Corporate Plan 2015-
2018. The latter clearly outlined the JCAA’s strate-
gic objectives and the projects and initiatives which will
make them effective.

Aeronautical Telecommunications Limited (AEROTEL)

In order to improve information flow and control over
the JCAA’ s wholly owned subsidiary, Aeronautical Telecom-
munications Limited, the JCAA’s Board secured the
necessary approvals to appoint an additional director to
the AEROTEL Board, who also serves as a JCAA Board
Member. The addition of this Board Member has enhanced
reporting and consolidation efforts and serves to
complement the participation of the JCAA’s Director
General, who is also appointed to the AEROTEL Board.  

Committees of the JCAA’s Board

The Board’s Committees were active in implementing the
strategic objectives of the JCAA, over the reporting
period.  A summary of the activities of each Committee is
included below. The Committees were supported by the
Executive and Senior Management teams of the
Authority.
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FINANCE COMMITTEE

Keith Senior Chair
Ian Levy Board Member
Nari Williams-Singh Director General
Constance Barrett Director of Finance
Nichole Morgan Deputy Director General, 
     Administration & Services

For the 2014-2015 financial year, the Finance
Commit tee of the JCAA’s Board focused on the
diversification of the JCAA’s investment portfolio, as
well as necessary improvements to the annual audited
financial statements.  The Finance Committee pursued its ac-
tivities, while taking into account the strategic as well
as operational importance of the Accounts Depart-
ment. On its recommendation, it was established that
the Director, Finance would now report to the Director
General.  The Finance Committee also spearheaded a
reduction in the consumption levels and consequent
costs for general utility services, while promoting
energy conservation efforts. The Finance Committee
also explored several options to enhance revenue
identification, tracking and debt collection. 

AUDIT COMMITTEE

W. Billy Heaven Chair
Ian Levy Board Member
Tasha Manley Board Member
Jason McPherson Chief Internal Auditor
Nichole Morgan Deputy Director General, 

Administration Services

This Audit Committee remained committed to improving
the JCAA’s external and internal auditing functions.  The
activities of this Committee included a review of the
JCAA’s year-end audited financial statements, as well
as oversight of projects to consolidate the accounts of
the JCAA with those of subsidiary AEROTEL, while merging
the JCAA and AEROTEL pension plans. The Audit
Committee also guided the strategies for a programme
aimed at identifying risks and contingency approaches,
and reconciled the required statutory payments
deducted from JCAA staff salaries.  

PROCUREMENT COMMITTEE

Kevin Powell Chair
W. Billy Heaven Board Member
Rohan Campbell Director, Flight Safety
Jacene Richards-Harris Procurement Manager
Constance Barrett Director of Finance
Janet Henry Director, Human Resource
Michael Hepburn Director of Economic Regulation

Matters addressed by the Procurement Committee were
wide in scope.  These ranged from the acquisition of
new equipment and systems, to the upgrade of Jamaica’s air
navigation infrastructure, to routine purchases to support the
JCAA’s ongoing operations. 

During the course of the financial year 2014-2015,
the Procurement Committee also developed a policy
framework which recorded the guiding principles for the
JCAA’s procurement processes, and supported the
conduct of its work.  The Committee also sought to
introduce and activate effective and realistic procurement
planning and inventory management processes, as
integral parts of the corporate planning process.

PWC IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE

Kevin Powell Chair
Maria Jones Board Member
Leroy Lindsay Former Director General 
Nari Williams-Singh Director General
Nichole Morgan Deputy Director General, 
     Administration & Services
Janet Henry Director, Human Resource

The main mandate of the PwC Implementation Committee,
as reflected in its name, was to oversee and drive the
implementation of the recommendations, which were
accepted by the Board from the Pricewaterhouse Coopers
(PwC) Report on the Management Review conducted in
February 2013.

The PwC Committee engaged efforts and resources in
addressing the following areas:

     1. Establishment of a Strategic Management 
     function

     2. Promoting regulatory compliance

     3. Organisational structure & staffing, including 
     separation of the regulator and air navigation
     services provider functions

     4. Processes

     5. Technology and 

     6. People

HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE

B. St. Michael Hylton Chair 
Keith Senior Board Member
W. Billy Heaven Deputy Chairman

The Human Resource Committee met on an ad hoc basis, as
the need arose, during the 2014-2015 financial year.
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Matters relative to staff welfare and benefits were addressed
by other relevant Board Committees, or the wider Board.

Going Forward

In February 2014, the penultimate month of the period
under review, the terms of office for members of the
JCAA Board of Directors expired.  The Minister of
Transport, Works and Housing, who has responsibility
for civil aviation, considered it fit to reappoint all
Board Members, with one exception.  Upon the recom-
mendation of the Board, the Minister also co-opted
three (3) additional Members to serve, bringing the total
number of JCAA Board Members to twelve (12).  The
additional Members are expected to provide leader-
ship in areas for which reinforcement was needed. A
Technical Committee was also added at the year’s end
to support the JCAA in numerous undertakings, which
continue to be critical for the organisation’s success.

At the financial year-end, the Members of the Board
comprised The Hon. B. St. Michael Hylton, OJ, QC.
(Chairman), Mr. Wilford Heaven, MBA, JP (Deputy
Chairman), Mrs. Maria Jones (Board Member), Mr.
Keith Senior (Board Member), Mr. Kevin Powell
(Board Member), Dr. Janine Dawkins (Board Member),
Ms. Tasha Manley (Board Member), Dr. Wesley Hughes
(Board Member), Rear Admiral Hardley Lewin (Non-Voting
Member), The Hon. Shirley Tyndall (Non-Voting Member),
Lt. Col. Jamie Ogilvie (Non-Voting Member), Mr. Nari
Williams-Singh, JP (Director General/Ex-Officio Member)
and Ms. Marva Gordon (Corporate Secretary).

The updated composition of the Board Committees is
as follows:

Finance Committee – Mr. Keith Senior 
     (Chairman)
     Dr. Wesley Hughes and 
     The Hon. Shirley Tyndall 

Audit Committee – Mr. W. Billy Heaven 
     (Chairman) 

     Ms. Tasha Manley 
     Lt. Col. Jaimie Ogilvie 

Procurement                   Dr. Wesley Hughes 
     Committee – (Chairman), 
     Rear Admiral (Ret'd.) 
     Hardley Lewin

PWC Implementation Mr. Kevin Powell (Chairman) 
Committee – Mrs. Maria Jones           

     
     Human Resources 
Committee – The Hon. Shirley Tyndall 

     (Chairman) 

   The Hon. 
     B. St. Michael Hylton 

     Mrs. Maria Jones

     Keith Senior 

Technical Committee – Rear Admiral (Ret'd) 
     Hardley Lewin (Chairman) 

     Dr. Janine Dawkins 
     Lt. Col. Jaimie Ogilvie 



Executive
Management Team

Mrs. Nichole Morgan
Deputy Director General
Administration & Services

Mr Rohan Campbell
Deputy Director General
Regulatory Affairs

Mr. Nari Williams-Singh, JP
Director General 



Senior
Management Team

Ms. Constance Barrett                                           
Director, Finance

Mr. Carl Gaynair  
Director
Air Navigation Services

Mr. Michael Hepburn                                                             
Director
Economic Regulation

Ms. Janet Henry                                                                 
Director, Human Resource

Lt. Col. Egbert Field                                                                                  
Director, Flight Safety (Actg.)

Ms. Marva Gordon                                                                                  
General Counsel
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Director General’s Report

The financial year 2014-15 was characterized by
progress, challenges and fluctuating economic and
global conditions. Notwithstanding these circumstances,
the enduring characteristic was the collective of efforts,
undertaken by the Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority,
to improve and expand its capabilities, as the organi-
zation responsible for the safe and orderly development
of Jamaica's aviation sector.

In a pattern aligned with the trajectory of the last few
annual cycles, the JCAA, despite some setbacks,
achieved varying degrees of progress through several
growth-engendering projects and initiatives. These
were undertaken to upgrade the air navigation land-
scape and enhance safety and security, while fostering
viability and environmental stewardship, as strategic
and sustainable objectives. 

In core statistical terms, the year was an active one
for the JCAA, as it regulated the industry to facilitate
a total of 64,988 aircraft movements over the period.
This achievement, which averaged 178 aircraft move-
ments a day, represented a 4.36% growth in aircraft
movements over the 2013-14 year. 

The JCAA's performance, over the period under review,
was also streamlined through the establishment of six
(6) Strategic goals for the 2014-16 period. These
defined the priorities for the JCAA, provided the focus
for its capital projects budget, and guided the Authority's
operations towards the achievement of major medium
and long-term goals. The goals encompassed security,

safety and innovation in aviation; delivering enhanced
eff ic iency through capaci ty development & the
modernisation of infrastructure & technology; creating
a sustainable aviation future; enhanced operational
stewardship; regional and global leadership through
participation and collaboration; and improved environ-
mental management practices.

Enhancing the Safety & Security of our Aviation 
Environment

The JCAA's focus on safety as an uncompromisable
industry objective was manifested through a variety of
survei l lance,  capaci ty bui ld ing and col labora-
t ive efforts, geared at enhancing the safety of the
local and regional civil aviation industries. While the
ICAO Coordinated Validation Mission (ICVM) of the
December 2012 assigned Jamaica an above-world average
rating of 67.13% in the Effective Implementation (EI) of
the ICAO's SARPS, the JCAA was nonetheless incentivised to
establish the groundwork for another platform of
measures from which it will ascend to another plateau
in the industry's safety performance and effectiveness
of our safety oversight mechanisms. Those efforts
were bolstered on April 29, 2014 when Jamaica
ratified the Port of Spain Declaration in Trinidad,
thereby joining other nations in the North American,
Central American and Caribbean (Nam/CAR) region
in committing to targets, plans and a programme of
act iv i t ies for ensur ing the accompl ishment of a
regional Effective Implementation target of 80% by
December 2016. Included among the critical deliverables,
on which JCAA has embarked since that critical juncture,
are on-going projects to establish Approach Procedures
with Vertical Guidance (APV), Barometric Vertical
Navigation for runways; the conduct of further work to
implement the first phase of a modernized Aeronautical
Information Management (AIM) System by December
2016; and an on-going process to implement, by
December 2018, Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM)
measures, which provide innovative solutions for
increasing airspace availability and capacity, as traffic
volumes and congestion increase.

These pro jects  are suppor t i ng regu lar i ty  and
eff iciency, while cumulatively effecting continuous
safety enhancements in Jamaica's air transportation
system. The APV and BAROVNAV Procedures are also
being implemented to provide a greater margin of
safety, through guided and more stabilized landing
descent procedures. 



As the JCAA acknowledged the direct correlation
between the effectiveness of a State's oversight
activities and the safety of its aviation system, it
proactively conducted a number of surveil lance,
certification and licensing activities to safeguard Jamaica's
civil aviation endeavours, amidst a variety of staffing
constraints. Included among the activities was an extensive
list of planned and unscheduled audits, encompassing
Aircraft Ramp, Base and Aerodrome inspections, Cabin
Enroute and Flight Deck inspections, Maintenance
Documentation checks, and Pilot Proficiency checks. 

The JCAA's Flight Safety Department also conducted
important Personnel Licensing activities, operator
certifications, inspections of industry training programmes
& Approved Training Organizations, and Air Navigation
Services/Air Traffic Control inspections.

Industry Empowerment & Safety Training Efforts

In fulfilment of its standards-bearing mandate, the
JCAA also engaged the industry in various training
efforts geared at developing a local framework for
supporting the management of safety issues on the
basis of ICAO's Global Aviation Safety Plan and
Roadmap. One such initiative was a 5-day training
course on The Airport Safety Management System
(SMS): Implementation & Safety Risk Assessment.

The course,  which emanated from a partnersh ip
between the Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority and the
Airports Council International (ACI), was one of a
number of initiatives which the JCAA undertook to
provide guidance to aerodrome operators regarding
the implementation of a Safety Management System
(SMS). The sessions emphasized proactive strategies
in hazard identification, risk assessment and mitigation,
while engendering the fulfilment of a requirement for
in ternat ional  ai rpor t  operators with in Jamaica
to establish Runway Safety Teams (RST). These teams
have been developing runway safety action plans to
routinely advise stakeholders about potential runway
hazards, while recommending strategies for hazard
removal and risk mitigation. Such efforts remain critical,
as Jamaica emboldens the confidence of the interna-
tional travelling public, and transitions from a unidirec-
tional, compliance-enforcing framework to one which
fosters collaborative improvements in the industry's safety
culture.

The year also ended with a consultative Aviation
Stakeholders Forum, in which matters of concern, best
practices and ideas for continuous system improve-
ments were ruminated.

SECURITY ENHANCEMENTS

Key Air Traffic  Control Facilities

Over the 2014-15 year, the JCAA achieved a further
milestone in enhancing the security of the Kingston Air
Traffic Control Centre, as well as key support facilities
and personnel ,  when i t  completed a project to
enhance the physical security of the referenced premises. The
project, which upgraded and more effectively stream-
lined the security and access systems, was one of a
series of measures, on which the JCAA embarked,
based on its recognition of the varied industry risks
from external interference and/or unauthorized
property access. The project also emanated from
the Author i ty ' s  he igh tened cogn izance of  t he
vu lnerabilities of the global aviation environment
to new and emerging threats. These have required
states and their industries to adopt new measures
and technologies, which facilitating the efficient and
rapid flow of passengers and cargo, as a corollary
objective.

As a proactive measure, the Authority also worked in
collaboration with industry stakeholders and fellow
ICAO states, to facilitate efforts to identify and monitor
existing types of security threats, while developing and
implementing innovative multinational and regional
responses. As a key initiative to heightening the sensitivity
of local industry stakeholders to the current security
environment and changing standards, the JCAA maintained
liaison with local stakeholders and convened a number
of consultative and training seminars. 

A highlight of these efforts was the successful facilitation
of an OAS/ Inter-American Committee Against Terrorism
(CICTE) Course on Insider Threats, geared at capacity-
building, and providing technical assistance to
strengthen the capacity of local authorities to comply
with the standards, recommended practices and guide-
lines of ICAO, with respect to safeguarding aviation
facilities from potential acts of terrorism or unlawful
interference. Other initiatives were also undertaken to
provide a framework for improving national and regional
aviation security cooperation, and facilitating a uniform
level of security awareness among the major stake-
holders. The latter included air operators, private security
firms, customs and immigration personnel, the police
and other aviation security officials.

Capacity Development & the Modernisation of 
Infrastructure & Technology

Over the past year, efforts to modernise and expand
the industry's aeronautical communications, air traffic
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control and air navigation systems, as well as key
aerodrome infrastructure gained momentum, with the
achievement of various project milestones. Among the
list of noteworthy achievements was the commissioning
of a new and upgraded microwave radio network for
Jamaica's Flight Information Region in December
2014. The new network, which triples the information-
carrying capaci ty of the previous network ,  has
portended several advantages, such as the minimized
risk of losing critical data from radar and other sites,
in the event of a failure or link interruption. This net-
work is now a seminal efficiency-augmenting tool,
which has enhanced the safety of civil aeronautical
pursuits within Jamaica's airspace.

Another important achievement, over the past year,
was the completion of construction work on the new
Air Traffic Control Towers for the Norman Manley
and Sangster International Airports. Despite missing
initially targeted completion and commissioning dates,
as a result of a variety of project delivery shortfalls,
the JCAA ensured the completion of all civil and
equipment installation work over the period. Subject
to the successful completion of all communication
datalinks transfer works and quality assurance tests, the
Authority was on target for the imminent commence-
ment of parallel operations at the facilities, at the end
of the 2014-15 reporting period. Work has contin-
ued to progress and the commissioning of the new
towers is scheduled to commence by the end of the
second quarter of the 2015-16 year.

When operational, the towers will greatly advance ef-
forts to enhance the capacity, reliability and safety of
Jamaica's air transportation system.

Other projects undertaken over the period to greatly
accelerate the modernisation and development of
Jamaica civil aviation sector included:

I.    an initiative to replace the existing radar system,
     used in Air Traffic Control (ATC) to enhance surv-
     eillance monitoring and improve the air navigation
     environment through more efficient processes for 
     separating and monitoring of air traffic. There was
     also the commencement of a corollary project to
     effectively redefine the air navigation landscape
     from a predominantly land-based system to a s
     atellite-based system.

II.   continued work on the phased implementation of
     an Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast
     (ADS-B) technology over the period to incorporate
      the benefits of a cooperative surveillance technology,

     which will replace radar as the primary surveil-
     lance method for controlling aircraft worldwide 
     by 2017.

Significant progress was also made regarding the
JCAA's AUTOTRAC Air Traffic Management system.
This has ensured the continued reliability of an integrated
system, which utilizes radar and flight plan data to
provide accurate information to air traffic controllers.

In addition to the immediate efficiency and reliability
gains which these projects portend, the projects form
a strategic plank of the JCAA's future airspace strategy
for ensuring the long term viability of the sector. They
are simultaneously assuring Jamaica's ability to cope
with anticipated increases in air space demands, as
well as efforts to maintain compliance with the dynamic
developments and changes in ICAO's Standards,
Recommended Practices and Guidelines.

Regional Partnerships and International Cooperation
for the safe development of local and global aviation 

Over the 2014-15 year, efforts were sustained to
support the global air traffic management (ATM) vision
for a harmonized, cost-efficient and interoperable sys-
tem, with uniform quality and standards, implemented
to the fullest extent possible. Jamaica's actions were
also guided by the common enlightenment that the status of
safety anywhere, potentially affects safety every-
where in the industry. In this context, our country's
positive contribution to international cooperation and
regional partnerships was emphatically affirmed when
the JCAA hosted a successful ICAO Regional Air
Transportation Conference, at the Montego Bay
Convention Centre from October 7-9, 2014.

Attendees at the conference benefitted from incisive
deliberations and a joint Statement of Conclusions on
the need for states to achieve a balance between the
objectives of security and facilitation in their air trans-
port industries. The forum also highlighted the exigency
for small states, with low economies of scale, little
infrastructure and l imited technical expert ise to
harmonize their efforts and collaborate, in the interest
of attaining acceptable levels of safety, security
and facilitation. 

The depth and reach of Jamaica's partnership and
leadership in the context of international and regional
civil aviation endeavours extended to its influence of
policy and standards in a manner that considered the
interests and peculiarities of regional and national stake-
holders. Throughout the period, the JCAA participated in
various air transportation conferences, training seminars,
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working group sessions and other meetings, including
the Sixth Worldwide Air Transportation Conference.
Regional meetings, in which the JCAA also played a
seminal role included those of the Caribbean Aviation
Safety and Security Oversight System (CASSOS) and
the Regional Aviation Safety Group - Pan America
(RASG-PA). Jamaica's participation, as well as that of
other states, enhanced the common commitment to
global standards that continues to be the bedrock of
progress, sustainability and safety in an interconnected
aviation environment.

Fostering Regional partnerships and collaborative 
successes through CASSOS 

The safety of the global aviation system, and that of
member states, like Jamaica, has depended on partner-
ships, information sharing, and mutually reinforcing
g lobal  s tandards ,  wh ich  have been pursued ,
par t icu la r ly  in regional settings. As the JCAA re-
mained at the forefront of regional efforts to maintain
compliance with global aviation standards, while con-
tinuing to represent the interest of developing states,
it continued to engage regional aviation stakeholders
at the meetings of the Caribbean Aviation Safety and
Security Oversight System (CASSOS). It also participated in
efforts to share data that remained critical to the main-
tenance of a proactive and risk-based safety management
process and sought to provide technical support which
assisted other States to achieve compliance with in-
ternational safety and security standards in keeping
with their obligations as ICAO contracting States. The
JCAA's leadership in the region was also demonstrated
through its service as chair of the CASSOS Person-
nel Licensing Standing Committee, over the 2014-15
period.

Economic and Environmental Sustainability

Over the 2014-15 year, the JCAA remained united
behind the global industry's tripartite goals of improving fuel
efficiency by an annual average of 1.5% proceeding to
2020; achieving carbon-neutral growth from 2020
onwards, and securing a 50% net reduction in emissions
by 2050, when compared with 2005. 

As an enabler of these initiatives, the JCAA proceeded
wi th  measures  for  t he phased implementat ion
of Performance Based Navigation (PBN). These have
begun to establish the groundwork for the introduction
of a number of efficiency-enhancing air navigation
procedures in the local airspace, inclusive of Con-
tinuous Descent Operations (CDO), Continuous Climb
Operations (CCO) and the Flexible Use of Airspace
(FUA) Concept. In addition to enhanced air traffic

control capacity, PBN provides the benefits of reduced
carbon emissions and increased flight economy,
th rough a reduct ion in dis tance,  t ime and fuel
in  Jamaica's airspace. 

Significant progress was also made by the JCAA, over
the period, to ensure the economic sustainability of
the sector, when a full economic review of airport
rates and fees was completed and published on November
18, 2014. The review was successfully undertaken to
produce an outcome which ensured investors a reasonable,
but modest return on their investment. The achievement
also ensured that our policy and regulatory settings
continued to encourage, rather than restrict aviation
pursuits. This review was necessary in a context where
airport operators had not received a full economic
review in 12 years.

HUMAN RESOURCE CAPACITY BUILDING

As The JCAA continued to put in place the physical,
technical and regulatory infrastructure necessary to
support the safe development of Jamaica 's civ i l
av ia t ion indus t ry,  complementary processes
also proceeded to ensure the continued availability
of qualified and technically competent personnel to
build the capacity of the industry. A significant
achievement in this context, was the launch of the
JCAA's Aviation Scholarship Programme in May
2014, which resulted in the JCAA granting scholar-
ships to seven (7) highly promising individuals who will
be groomed and trained to support the burgeoning
needs and demands of the local and global aviation
industries.    

STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES AND THE WAY FORWARD

As the JCAA seeks to cont inuous ly  a l ign  i t s
programmes and processes wi th  the s t rategic
objectives of safety, security, efficiency and sustain-
ability in the development of our air transport industry, we
will remain vigilant and attuned to evolving issues and
to react appropriately and assuredly, where required. 

As we r ise above the chal lenges posed by the
dynamic field of civil aviation, while addressing important
issues related to flight safety, aviation security, facilitation
and environmental stewardship, the JCAA is committed to
playing a more facilitative role, that reduces the regulatory
burden, where possible, without compromising safety. 

In line with the dynamism of the global air transport
i ndus t ry,  change and cont inuous  improvement
wil l  increasingly constitute the hallmarks for Jamaica's
progress as a member state of the International Civil
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Aviation Organisation. As standards and technical
knowledge evolve, so too will the Authority and the
industry to reflect better safety practices, new tech-
nology and scientific research. 

Genuine collaboration between the Authority and industry
will also continue to be facilitated, as all stakeholders
focus on our shared, long-term vision of becoming a
premier intercontinental hub, on which global trade,
connectivity and international prosperity will depend.

The JCAA will continue to exercise its leadership and
industry oversight mandate, as the appointed institution

for local governance in civil aviation. We will also
continue to ensure that we maintain the confidence of
passengers and other users regarding the existence of
a national air transport system that is safe, secure,
efficient and sustainable. The challenges may be
many, but we will continue to overcome them, as we
work collaboratively with all stakeholders to secure
a bright, exciting and illimitable future for Jamaica's
aviation industry.
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Divisional Reports
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Regulatory Affairs
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Overview
The Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority’s (JCAA) Flight
Safety Division (FSD) continued working to meet its
aviation safety and security oversight obligations as
required by an ICAO Contracting State. This thrust, in
spite of some remaining deficiencies in the eight (8)
critical elements of an effective oversight system,
resulted in significant progress for the 2014-2015
review period. 

Over the year, there were eight (8) active Air Operators;
three (3) active Approved Maintenance Organiations;
three (3) active Approved Training Organizations;
three (3) International Airports; three (3) Domestic
Aerodromes; nine (9) aviation security services
providers and one (1) air navigation service provider.
Oversight activities were focused on both local operators
and international clients, inclusive of foreign air
operators and service providers.

MAJOR INITIATIVES

Corrective Action Plans under the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) Universal Safety
Oversight Audit Programme (USOAP) & Universal
Security Audit Programme (USAP) 

During the reporting period, a cadre of contracted
personnel and appropriately skilled members of the
JCAA’s Flight Safety Department substantially completed the
first phase of a programme under which the JCAA is
providing technical assistance to support the comprehensive
review and update of the Jamaica legal and regulatory
frameworks to the most current ICAO Standards and
Recommended Practices (SARPs). These included the
Jamaica Civil Aviation Regulations (JCARs), as well as
all other relevant Laws, Regulations, Schedules/Standards,
Directives and Notifications.

The process was also the first step in satisfying the
requirement to resolve all outstanding ICAO Universal
Safety Oversight Audit Programme (USOAP) audit
f i nd ings ,  as  they per ta in  to the Jamaica Civ i l
Av ia t ion Regulations (JCARs). These efforts remain
critical for the continued implementation of ICAO’s
Universal Safety Oversight Audit Programme (USOAP)

and the Universal Security Audit Programme (USAP) Corrective
Action Plans, based on the Continuous Monitoring Approach
(CMA). The impending revisions are also strengthening
the nucleus for the safety, sustainability and development
of the Jamaica’s aviation industry, while bolstering the JCAA
as a regulator that is both independent in the discharge
of its safety surveillance and enforcement obligations,
yet, at the same time, responsive to the needs of the
industry.

Continuous Improvement Efforts

As Jamaica remains resolute in improving the industry’s
Safety Oversight performance in line with local and
international targets, a focal enabler for this resolve
has centred around our partnership with the Latin
American/Caribbean region to engender quantum
improvements in our safety oversight processes by
December 2016.  While Jamaica’s level of Effective
Implementation (EI) under the Universal Safety Oversight
Audit Programme (USOAP) and the Universal Security Audit
Programme (USAP) was assessed to be 68%, and
remains  above the wor ld average ,  t he resu l t s
have continued to trigger further actions for improvement. 

Following the signing of the Port of Spain Declaration,
on April 29, 2014, Jamaica and other member states
of the region have established a programme of activities and
projects to meet a targetted 80% and above Effective
Implementation (EI) rating for Safety Oversight, as per
the commitment of the Declaration. The improvement
strategies are many and varied, but the overarching
mechanisms relate to staffing improvements, continuous
training, the improvement of processes and procedures,
and the development of regulations and guidance
materials.

I n  February 2015, the Accident  and Inc ident
Invest igat ion Manual was completed to satisfy some
of the requirements for improving the Authority’s Accident
Investigation processes, which recorded the lowest
score in the ICVM visit of December 2012. The undertaking
is yielding enhanced capabilities and processes for
the Authority, while ensuring an improved ranking for
the Accident Investigation metric.

Flight Safety
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Human Resources

The following Flight Safety Department vacancies were
filled during the period 2014-2015.
     
     • Aviation Safety Inspector (Flight Operations)
     • Aviation Safety Inspector (CNS)
     • Aviation Safety Inspector (ANS)
     • Aviation Security Inspector
Processes for filling a remaining vacancy for Aviation
Safety Inspector (SMS) were underway at the end of
the reporting period. 

Training

Over the 2014-15 year, the Flight Safety Division
remained committed to its safety oversight mandate
by ensuring the availability of an inspectorate that
was fully trained in all technical areas, as required for
the effective oversight of the aviation system. Development
training complemented technical training to assure
enhanced productivity and efficiency in delivering
excellent service to our aviation industry stakeholders.

There were 50 t ra in ing events ,  i nc lus ive of
conferences , seminars, workshops, meetings, forums
and training courses, which were attended by 21
Flight Safety personnel. These were hosted by twenty
(20) licenced and/or approved training organizations,
both locally and overseas. 

Among the noteworthy international training organizations,
which provided regulatory training were the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) Training Academy, Transport
Canada, the International Air Transport Association (IATA),

the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO),
Singapore Aviation Academy, Trinidad & Tobago Civil
Aviation Training Centre, the Flight Safety Training
Institute and the National Transporation Safety Board (NTSB).

Surveillance

During the period under review, the Flight Safety Division
accomplished among other activities. These included:     
     • Aircraft Ramp Inspections
     • Base Inspections
     • Flight Deck/Cabin Enroute Inspections
     • Pilot Proficiency Checks
     • Simulator Checks
     • Certificate of Airworthiness Inspections 
     • Maintenance Documentation Checks 
     • Dangerous Goods Inspections
     • Cabin Safety Inspections
     • Aerodrome Inspections 
     • Air Navigation Services - Air Traffic Control 
     Inspections
     • Approved Training Organization Inspections
     • Training Programmes Inspections
     • Aviation Security Provider Inspections 
     • Personnel Licensing Activities 
     • Operator Certifications 
     • Accident Investigations
     • Investigations for non-compliance events

These activities created a platform from which the
JCAA was empowered to reinforce a proactive safety
management culture, in which hazards and risks were
continuously identified, mitigation strategies developed,
and the effectiveness of control measures assessed and
amended to drive continuous system improvements.  

Graph 1
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While the input of the Authority was strategic and
focal, it did not meet its surveillance targets in some
areas. Several factors affected the successful completion
of planned surveillance activities, including a staffing
inadequacy, which existed, even as hiring initiatives
were undertaken, especially with the recruitment of
new inspectors in the third and fourth quarters.

The Division was also unable to recover lost inspection
time, from the widespread effects of the Chikungunya
Virus pandemic, which significantly affected both the
inspectorate and industry from the mid-second quarter to
the end of the third quarter of the 2014-15 year. 

Notwithstanding the challenges, the Flight Safety Division
recorded 75.8% completion of the Surveillance Plan
of activities for the period. 

Surveillance of Aerodromes, Air Navigation Services
and Safety Management Systems recorded marginal
improvements in the period compared to 2013-
2014, resulting from the addition of inspectors in
these areas. The improvement was, however, limited
due to the insufficient opportunities available for train-
ing the new inspectors, based on their recruitment in
the final quarters of the year under review. 

Sub-divisional Performance

It is noteworthy, however, that the Airworthiness sub-
division accomplished all planned surveillance activities.
By contract, while the Aviation Security and Facilitation
subdivision was able to conduct a majority of its
planned surveillance activities, some activities were
unaccomplished at the end of the period one (1) inspector
position remained vacant for ten (10) months due to
the resignation of the incumbent inspector. The activities were
also affected by an upward adjustment of the surveillance plan,
based on a revised risk assessment relating to new industry
entrants. The challenges resulted from the previously
referenced vacancy was however mitigated by the
recruitment of a replacement inspector in March, 2015.

In like manner to the Aviation Security & Facilitation
subdivision, the Flight Operations sub-division accom-
plished the majority of its planned surveillance activities. 

Unscheduled surveillance and inspection activities
were also executed by the Flight Safety Division, as
the JCAA conducted random inspections of various Air
Operator Certificate Holders. These included:

     • Fly Jamaica Airways Limited, following the 
     addition of a B767 aircraft to their fleet
     • Airspeed International operations

     • InterCaribbean Airways - Domestic 
     operations,
     • Ramp inspections of other foreign Air 
     Operator Certificate holders.

Resolution of Safety Issues

All safety issues identified during the various audits,
inspections and surveillance activities were addressed
holders, who sought to address safety concerns in an
expeditious manner. 

Investigations

The following lists the investigations which were initiated during
the period.

     • JetBlue JBU 876/N267JB Accident, involving
     serious injury (i.e. broken leg) suffered by
     passenger, while disembarking the aircraft 
     after emergency landing at Norman Manley 
     International Airport on March 31, 2014.

     • Air Canada Rouge – Hard Landing Incident at
     Sangster International Airport.

     • Accident of TBM 900 aircraft registration 
     N900KN that crashed off the coast of
     Portland on September 5th, 2014.

All investigations were conducted in accordance with
ICAO’s Annex 13, Jamaica’s Civil Aviation Regulations
2012 and Jamaica’s Accident and Incident Investigations
Manual.

Certifications for 2014-2015

Certification projects commenced or ensued for the
following service providers:
     • Airspeed International (Aeromedical Services
     – Documentation Phase)

     • Airways International (Documentation Phase)

     • AVA Transport (AOC – Pre-Application Phase)

     • Caribbean Aerospace College (ATO – Flight

     School for Commercial Pilot Licence)

     • Caribbean Aviation Training Centre 
     (AOC – Pre-Application Phase)

     • Civil Aviation Training Institute (CAATI) (ATO)

     • Flight Connections Limited (Ground Handling 

     Service Provider)

     • Fusion Air (Pre-Application Phase)

     • Ian Fleming International Airport (Aerodrome 

     Certification)
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     • Jamaica Far East (AOC – 
     Pre-Application Phase)

     • Jamaica Queen Airways (AOC –
     Pre-Application)

     • JDF Flight Navigation Procedure Trainer (ATO)

     • Last Resort Detective Agency 
     (Aviation Security Provider)

     • Longport Aviation Security (Aviation Security 

     Provider – Pre-application phase)

     • Norman Manley International Airport 
     (Aerodrome Certification)

     • Ranger Protection & Security 
     (Aviation Security Provider)

     • Sentry Services (Aviation Security Provider)

     • Tru-Flight Aviation Services (AMO –
     Demonstration Phase)

Regional Partnerships & the Regional Safety 
Oversight Organization - CASSOS

The JCAA Flight Safety Division continued its active
participation in the Regional Safety Oversight Organ-
ization, RSOO. The Caribbean Aviation Safety and
Security Oversight System (CASSOS) provides for the
cooperation and support of member states in enhanc-
ing safety and security oversight activities through
data sharing, mutually-reinforcing processes for ensur-
ing compliance with the standards established by
ICAO, and the sharing of technical resources.

The JCAA also chaired the CASSOS Personnel Licensing
Standing Committee for the 2014-15 period.

As the JCAA worked with neighbouring jurisdictions to
enhance the safety of the regional air transportation
industry, it assisted St. Lucia, Antigua and Guyana in

executing Pilot Proficiency Checks for Rotorcraft. Jamaica
also conducted Base Inspections, ATO Audits, accident
report reviews and Operations Manual reviews for other
CASSOS member states.

Certification assistance was also provided to Curacao in
respect of the issuance of an Air Operator Certificate to
a rotorcraft operator. This was effected through the
expertise of our Flight Safety Airworthiness and Flight
Operations Inspectors.

Jamaica also presented documentation supporting the
free movement of aviation professionals within the region.
This was effort was undertaken to support and facilitate
employment opportunities for CARICOM nationals within
the region, while encouraging harmonization efforts.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) 

As the region grappled with the emerging and rapidly
developing phenomenon of Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(UASs) in our civilan airpace, Jamaica coordinated
with other member states to develop guidance and
policies for the regulation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) and the use of laser lights on operating aircraft.
Work is far advanced to establish guidance material
that will ensure the safe operation of these vehicles
within the local and regional airspace.

International Support

Jamaica, through the Flight Safety Division, participated in
the ICAO Cabin Safety Working Group (Montreal),
established to update the ICAO Cabin Attendants
Safety Training Manual. 

We also contributed technical expertise to ICAOs
Working Groups on Aviation Security, Facilitation, Run-
way Safety and Flight Operations.
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FLIGHT SAFETY ACTIVITIES 2014-2015

ACTIVITY         ACCOMPLISHED

Base Inspections       22
Ramp Inspections                             264
C of A Inspections       15
AOC/AMO/ATO Renewal/Issue      16
Aerodrome Inspections – Local      16
FAOC Inspections       10
Proficiency Checks       43
ATC Unit Procedure and Base Inspection    11
ATC Licenses and Medical Inspection      6
Security Inspections                              110

PEL Activity Report for Year Ending March 31, 2015

Total
Monthly
Licence 
Activity

Total
 Monthly 

Exam 
Activity 

Total Licence Activity: 335
Total Exams Activity: 178 KEY

ATPL   Airline Transport Pilot Licence
CPL   Commercial Pilot Licence
PPL   Private Pilot Licence
SPL   Student Pilot Licence
ATC   Air Traffic Controller
AME   Aircraft Maintenance Engineer
FD   Flight Dispatcher (Flight Operations Officer)
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In support of the objective of providing economic regulatory over-
sight for Jamaica’s air transport industry, the department processed
a total of one hundred and sixty six (166) applications for air
services licences and Permits, for scheduled services and non-
scheduled/charter services, respectively. This figure was on par
with the one hundred and sixty eight (168) licences
processed a year earlier. Processing was achieved at an
average efficiency level of over 90% of the established
processing times.

As a member of the Air Policy Committee of the Govern-
ment of Jamaica, the Authority participated in the ICAO
Air Services Negotiation Conference (ICAN 2014) held
in Bali, Indonesia. Technical advice to support the
liberal/“Open Skies” air policy of the Government of
Jamaica was provided for the twelve (12) negotiations
and meetings, which were conducted with other states.
With negotiations being completed prior to the Conference,
three (3) Air Services Agreements were signed with the
Czech Republic, New Zealand and Turkey. 

During the 2014/15 financial year, the first full review
of regulated airport charges at the Sangster and Norman
Manley International airports was undertaken. New levels
for regulated charges were established to take effect on
April 1, 2015 and new price-caps for the ensuing
calendar years were established for a period extending
to December 2019. In accordance with the Airports
(Economic Regulation) Act 2002, the review sought to
balance the interests of airport stakeholders including
the airport operators, airlines, the travelling public and
the Government of Jamaica. 

Over the period, the Economic Regulation department also
continued to fulfil its obligations to ICAO’s Statistical
Programme. The programme provides for an independent,
global foundation to support planning and other efforts
that ensure the sustainable development of international
air transport. In accordance with Article 67 of the
Chicago Convention, the Authority provided monthly,
quarterly and annual data from state airlines, airports and
air navigation services providers. The Authority has seen
an increasing level of compliance in respect of the
reporting obligations.

While activities at Jamaica’s airports continued to be ro-
bust, a decline of 3.4% in aircraft movements at the island’s
two international airports was observed over the past five
(5) calendar years. However, during 2014, a four percent
(4%) increase was recorded over last year’s results. This is
attributed to increased aircraft movements of 3.5% and

6% at the Sangster and Norman Manley International Air-
ports, respectively.

Total passenger movements during the year amounted to
just over 5 million and represented a seven percent (7%)
increase over the 4.7 million passengers recorded five (5)
years earlier. Passenger throughput at the Norman Manley
International Airport recovered from an eight percent (8%)
decline, a year earlier, to post an increase of six percent
(6%) in 2014. Sangster International also posted a 4%
increase over the previous year. This compares to
increases of 3% and 2% for the two preceding years. 

The positive results for both aircraft and passenger move-
ments during the review period are indicative of the
upward trend in an industry, which is recovering from the
effects of the global financial crises. 

Environmental Sustainability

Another positive development for Jamaica occurred when
it was selected by ICAO, in partnership with the UNDP,
as the proposed location for the first aviation environment
“Pilot Project”. This resulted from a submission, by the
JCAA, of the State Action Plan for the reduction of
international aviation emissions from airports, airlines and
air navigation service providers, in concert with ICAO’s
aspirational goal of a 2% reduction in world CO2 by
2020. The objective of the project has been to support
the building of capacity in Small Island Developing States
(SIDS) in implementing the technical and operational
measures to achieve its goals. As a result, US$2M has
been awarded to the project for photovoltaic (PV)
installation at the island’s two international airports.
The project duration is expected to be three (3) years. 

Economic Regulation
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Key Performance Indicators                2014/2015 Targets      2014/2015 Achievements
1  Economic Review of              Determination of New      New Airport Charges are determined at the 
           end of  July 2014
 Airport Charges                 Airport Charges - July 2014  
                 New Airport Charges effective January, 2015    New Airport Charges became effective on  
          April 1, 2015 after allowing for additional
          consultation with Airlines Association and  
          allowing the airlines sufficient time to adjust
          their systems to accommodate the new rates.

2  Processing of Permits           95% for Operations over 30 days                                85% processed in 8 weeks
 and Licences applications         (late Submission of documents and extra  
          bilateral approvals affected the attainment of  
                         this target)
                 98% for Operations under 30 days

3 Regulatory Guidance            Provide DDGRA with terms of re reference to
                 determine best  Economic Regulatory   94% processed in 7 days    
                 Framework, as required    Applications were processed before the  
                                        commencement date of operations

4  Participate in Air Services     Signed ASAs for the Year - at least 5 ASA                  ICAO Air Service Negotiation meeting held
  Agreements (ASA)           in Bali, Indonesia yielded the following results:-
 Negotiations         

the agreed provisions
         being administratively applied until the ASA
         are finalized.

5             Revised Air Service Licences   Draft Regulations completed by January 2015       Draft Regulations and justification 70%
               & Permit Regulations       completed.

 Key Results Area (KRA) - Sustainable Economic Growth of Air Transport Industry

 Key Results Area (KRA) - Sustainable Economic Growth of Air Transport Industry
         Key Performance Indicators                        2015/2016 Targets
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3

4

5

6
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 and issuing
   
  Update of States Enviormental Action Plan         By year end
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            Year - at least 5 ASA

  Revised Air Service Licenses & Permit Regulation         Draft Regulations
           Completed

3
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Administration 
& Services
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Air Navigation ServicesAir Navigation Services

Photograph of the newly constructed  Air Traffic Control 
(ATC) Tower at the Norman Manley International Airport.
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Air Navigation Services (ANS)
Engineering Maintenance Services (EMS)

Over the last year, the EMS department was industriously
engaged in setting the foundation for the modernisation of
the ANS division's Communications, Navigation & Surveil-
lance infrastructure. 

The upgrade project was being pursued, over the period,
as one of a critical array of programmes, which are being
established to facilitate conformance with the require-
ments outlined under ICAO's Global Air Navigation Plan
(GANP). The Plan provides strategic direction for ICAO's
global air navigation system, and serves as an important
guide for the Planning & Implementation Regional Groups
(PIRGs), states, service providers, airspace users, other
stakeholders and their technical work programmes.
The activities undertaken over the period have, there-
fore, furthered Jamaica's efforts to achieve the long-term
GANP vision of developing and implementing an air navigation
infrastructure and avionics advances, that will ultimately
facilitate a full, global harmonization of the ATM system. 

As the Authority pursued GANP requirements through the
required Aviation Systems Block Upgrade (ASBU) method-
ology, it continued efforts to implement the ASBUs through
an incremental 5-year working programme, which com-
menced in 2013. The comprehensive framework, which is
organized in flexible and scalable blocks will be implemented
having regard to the operational needs and preparation
levels of our aerodrome and airspace operations. 

Microwave radio network upgrade

A  new microwave radio network was commissioned and
rolled out in December 2014. This network forms the
communication backbone for transporting critical informa-
tion, such as radar data, voice communication between
ATCs and aircraft flying through our airspace or FIR, flight
plan data and communication between the KATCC and
the control towers at both international airports. The infor-
mation-carrying capacity of the new network triples the
previous network, through its ring topology. The latter has
several operational advantages, including significantly
minimizing the risk of critical data being lost from external
sites, such as the radar sites, in the event of a failure or in-
terruption on any of the links. The new network also uses
state-of-the-art IP technology, which enables the accom-
modation of new and emerging communications technol-
ogy. Its modular design has also made system upgrades
and maintenance work easier.

Another critical aspect of the network that is currently being
implemented is the installation of routers and switches at
key sites. This is geared to enable more efficient bandwidth
use and, most importantly, the implementation of a Network
Operations and Control Centre (NOCC). As a result,
remote monitoring of all sites and equipment will occur in
real time. This will enable the EMS department to institute
proactive maintenance programmes, which detect faults
before they affect service.

Automation and Radar Systems Upgrade

In early 2014, we embarked on a project to upgrade the
existing automation and radar systems, which have been
in operation since 2001. While the upgrading of this
system has been a long and tedious process, the JCAA
managed to stay the course with the project implementation
work, and we are now at the contract negotiation stage with
a new equipment supplier. The implementation of this project
is projected to take approximately 20 months.

MEVA II to MEVA III Upgrade

After a very competitive bidding process, a new service
provider was awarded the contract to provide the MEVA
network  satellite communications service, that is used by
our air traffic centres to facilitate instantaneous communi-
cation between the countries of the region which share a
common airspace. 

The transition to a new MEVA III network took place on
March 31, 2015. This network now utilizes IP technology
to meet or exceed the coordination services that will be
necessary to achieve the smooth transitioning of aircraft
entering or leaving Jamaica's airspace, and will also
ensure the coordination capabilities required by the
Global Air Navigation Plan.

The network is now managed by a taskforce, comprising
members of several countries, including Jamaica, Cuba,
Haiti and the Cayman Islands.

New Control Towers NMIA/SIA

Installation of equipment, furnishing and other key components
for the SIA and NMIA control towers projects were
completed over the 2014-15 year, and the Authority
established imminent plans for the commencement of parallel
operations and testing, by the end of the 2nd quarter of
2015. Delays in completing the project arose as a result
of the need to redesign the telecommunications interface
and this was carried out by the EMS team in 2014.
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The towers are now scheduled for commission by the end
of the 2015-16 financial year. 

THE GOJ Energy Efficiency Conservation Programme
(EECP)

The JCAA continued efforts to institute an Energy Efficiency
Conservation Programme (EECP), following the Ministry of
Science, Technology, Energy & Mining (MSTEM's) identi-
fication of the Authority as one of the highest consumers
of electricity, when compared to other government sector
entities. 

The JCAA continued to receive technical support in in-
stituting energy saving measures, and in June 2014, the
EMS department embarked on the task of replacing the
fluorescent tubes in all offices at its Winchester Road

Headquarters, with LED tubes. The most significant and
impactful task undertaken, over the year, to potentially
achieve the greatest reduction in energy consumption is
the replacement of all central air-conditioning units with
the energy-efficient, inverter type units.

Technical assistance was also received from MSTEM in
preparing and issuing the RFP documentation for these units,
we are the JCAA is currently at the contract negotiation
stage with a potential supplier. 

The first phase of installation is scheduled to begin by the
2nd quarter of 2015 on the Flight Safety building.
The energy usage consumption pattern at the Winchester
Road facilities continues to be closely being monitored
by the EMS Department, and the graph below shows con-
sumption year-to-date.

Equipment Maintenance

In collaboration with service provider, AEROTEL Commu-
nications Ltd., the EMS department conducted critical
equipment maintenance work on several high and low voltage
power systems, including UPS and standby generators. The
maintenance of air-conditioning systems was also undertaken
as a critical measure to facilitating the reliable operation of
navigational aids, in terms of their reliability, accuracy and
consistent availability to the industry. Last year and over the
past three (3) years, the department increased the vigilance
of routine maintenance activities to minimize system failures.

The EMS team also utilized metrics related to the 'percent
availability' of critical equipment in the network to ensure

their reliability and availability. The team undertook proac-
tive mitigation strategies, such as the stocking of scarce
parts, as well as networking with industry contacts, to
source these critical parts.

Following the drafting of specifications and the issuing of
an RFP to upgrade the existing radar systems, automation
systems and Voice Communication Control Switch (VCCS),
the upgrade project is at the contract negotiation stage.  

The upgrade and replacement of these systems will be
seminal, as they constitute key tools for AirTraffic
Controllers in the execution of their duties.
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The overall systems availability January 2014 to June
2014 was 85.6%, due to the failure of the Sangster In-
strument Landing System (ILS). Since that occurrence, the
overall systems availability improved, despite intermittent

faults, which resulted in periodic failures between July
2014 and April 2015. The average availability over the
period was 99.02%.
A new ILS is being sourced,  through the procurement
process, and the proposed expenditure has been submitted

The graph below shows year-to-date availability for critical
equipment/systems in the network:
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Over the 2014-15 year, the Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority
Training Institute (CAATI) pursued its mission of providing
world-class-level training to Air Traffic Controllers and
other designated personnel, who work as a team to pro-
vide safe, sustainable and efficient air navigation services
to the local and regional air transportation communities.

Through a roster of training activities and other events, the Institute
(CAATI) continued to fulfill the new and recurrent training needs of
the Air Traffic Services, Air Navigation Services and Aeronautical
Information Services personnel, which serve the Norman Manley,
Sangster and Ian Flemming International Airports, as well as the
Tinson Aerodrome and the Kingston Air Traffic Control Centre. 

Civil Aviation Authority 
Training Institute (CAATI)

The table, below, highlights the major training and support activities, which were conducted by the Training Insti-
tute, over the period, April 2014 - March 2015.

On-The-Job (OTJ) Cross-Training Exams                   March 2014 – April 2015                
                
Preparation for APC  ACC 3 (Batch 1)               March 2014 – May 2014  
                                        
APC ACC 3 Presentation  (Batch 1)        May 2014 – September 2014                 
                             
Preparation for APC ACC 4 (Batch 2)       August 2014 – October 2014  
             

APC ACC 4 Presentation (Batch 2)          October 2014 – March 2015 
                                                

On-The-Job APC ACC 3 exams             December 2014 – March 2015  
                                  

Preparation for Training Instructors Course (TIC) Part 2        September 2014 – December 2014   
                       

Project for establishing CAATI as Regional TRAINAIR PLUS Training Centre of   November 2014 (Ongoing)
Excellence for all areas of civil aviation             
                  

Conduct of TIC Part 2        December 1- 5, 2014  
         

Preparation for updated FDP        January - March 2015   
                        

Psychometric Testing                March - April 2015 

Creation of FDP STP                 February – March 2015    

                 

CAATI Reassessment               March 2014 – March 2015
         and beyond   
                              
                             
          

MAJOR ACTIVITIES                            DATES  
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As the JCAA sustained efforts to provide high-quality training
to our local industry stakeholders and personnel, it continued
to support the ICAO objective of standardizing aviation train-
ing globally to ensure the implementation of best practices
and processes for the sustenance of a safe, efficient and reli-
able global aviation industry. 

As a strategic component of that thrust, the JCAA, in February
2015, engaged the ICAO Technical Cooperation Bureau
(TCB) to conduct a strategic review of the Civil Aviation

Training Institute, with a view to repositioning it as a
broader regional Aviation/Aeronautical Training Institute,
while maintaining its TRAINAIR PLUS membership.
The review involved an assessment of CAATI's current status,
the potential for expansion to meet national and regional
requirements, and required processes for maintaining Full
TRAINAIR PLUS membership. The assessment was concluded
on March 6, 2015 and the JCAA will implement the recom-
mendations of the review on a phased basis, over the
2015-16 financial year.

Director General, Mr. Nari Williams-Singh (third right, front row) and Principal of CAATI, Mrs. Coral McLaren (fourth
right, front row) are pictured with a batch of graduates, following the completion of CAATI's Approach and Area 
Control course (APC/ACC - C3).
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Information Technology
As the nucleus of the organization's communication and tech-
nological capabilities, the JCAA's IT Department conducted an
extensive array of support services to enable the efficient and
safe conduct of the Authority's functions and service
responsibilities. The key activities in which the IT department
was involved, over the 2014-15 year included:

      • System administration - via the upgrade and 
      maintenance of operating systems, anti-virus 
      programmes and email 

      • Technical and administrative control of the LAN 
      and other networks

      • Web administration, including the installation, 
      maintenance and performance monitoring of all 
      web operations 

      • Database administration

      • Security/control administration

      • VoIP administration and maintenance of the PBX

      • Backup administration to ensure the security of
      data and  
      • End user /Help desk support

In addition to the above routine activities, the Department also undertook a number of projects to support
modernisation and upgrade initiatives, which were undertaken by the JCAA over the period. The list of
major projects is shown below.  

Expansion of the Access Control        The read-in and read-out capabilities have improved the security of the system by:      Completed

    barrier arm systems and
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Despite challenges, the Department was able to consistently maintain the network at 99.99% availability for the 
2014-15 year.
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Introduction

During the 2014/2015 Financial Year, the Human
Resource Department continued to seek ways to develop,
motivate and enhance awareness among the JCAA's staff
members.

Due to the continuation of a Government wage freeze, the
Authority continued to find ways to assist staff in cushion-
ing the effects of the harsh economic times and build staff
synergy. The highlight of these efforts was a staff Fun Day. 

The HR Department also continued to implement the
recommendations of the PwC Management Review of the

Authority, a chief component of which was the revision of
the staff Conditions of Service document, aimed at estab-
lishing clearly defined HR policies and procedures, aligned
to the organisation's mission and objectives. 

Staff Movement

The Authority continues to provide opportunities for motivating
staff and rewarding performance through upward mobility,
among other incentives. A stable staff turn-over rate was
also enjoyed during the period April 2014 - March
2015 and the table below illustrates the staff movements
which occurred:

Human Resources

Employment/Promotion

The 2014/2015 objective of seeking to fill 98% of
vacancies was closely met, resulting in major staff
movements, including thirteen (13) promotions. Among
the appointments which were achieved, by way of
promotion, were the installations of a new Director,
Human Resource and Director, Flight Safety. The vacancy
for Director General of the JCAA also arose and was
later filled by an internal candidate. 

Training & Development

In keeping with the JCAA's vision of providing an appropriate
environment for the growth, development and enhanced
professionalism of staff, was the conduct of technical
training for twenty-one (21) employees locally. Thirty-eight
(38) employees also attended workshops, meeting,
seminars and conferences overseas, over the 2014-15
year. The goal for the year was to ensure that staff members,
in every Department, were exposed to some developmental
activity. This was achieved.

Employment 
- New        7
- Temporary     2

Promotion
- Air Traffic Control Staff    6
- Administrative & Other Staff  7

Resignation      5

Retirement      2

Other (Expiration of Contract/     4
Termination/Death)     
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Local training included:

     • Exceptional Customer Service
     • Interviewing Techniques
     • Safety Management Systems Implementation & Safety Risk Assessment
     • Principles and Practices of Project Management
     • Great Plains Refresher Training
     • Understanding the Industrial Relations Process in the Public Service
     • Installing & Configuring Windows Server 2012
     • Public Sector Procurement Certification
     • Understanding the Flex-time Legislation
     • Time & Stress Management
     • Leadership Skills, Techniques & Tools
     • Certified Foundation ISO 18001 - Occupational Health  & Safety

Overseas training/meeting/conference included:

     • Civil Aviation Management Programme
     • Aviation & the Environment Course
     • MEVA Technical Management Meetings
     • Airspace Organization & Management Course
     • Introduction to Air Traffic Flow & Capacity Management Course
     • Aviation Internal Auditors Course
     • Emergency Response Planning for Civil Aviation Authorities & Air Navigation Service Providers Course
     • Integrated Safety Management Systems Course
     • Managing Aviation Policy & Regulation Course
     • Cabin Crew Competency-based Training Workshop
     • Maintenance Reliability & Cost Analysis Seminar
     • Aging Airplane Scheduled Maintenance Requirements Seminar
     • Aviation Compliance & Enforcement Course
     • Performance-Based Navigation Approach Design Implementation Workshop

Increments for Additional Qualification

A total of six hundred and thirty-one thousand dollars
($631,000.00) was paid to thirteen (13) employees, rep-
resenting increments for additional qualification attained
during the period April 2014 - March 31, 2015.

Education Assistance

The JCAA also continued to assist staff in their quest for
self-development, by providing education loans, grants and
scholarships. It also effected payments under the tuition
reimbursement programme for employees who pursued
various degree and certificate courses.

Staff Welfare

Wellness

The JCAA sought to improve the health and well-being of
staff by raising their awareness on issues related to health
and wellness, through Wellness Talks and active engage-
ment in physical activities.  Six (6) wellness sessions were
organized; opportunities were provided for employees to
participate in five (5) road races and an eleven (11) week
Fitness and Weight Loss challenge was organized to fa-
cilitate weight loss and improve fitness and cardiovascular
health.  

Local Training                                                 $6,429,901.67
Overseas Training                            $16,347,087.68
International Meetings, Workshops, Conferences               $26,367,873.93
         TOTAL        $49,144,863.28A
International Meetings, Workshops, Conferences            
Overseas Training                      
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TTATO
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Sporting Teams

Joint Aerotel/JCAA sporting teams in Netball, Football
and Basketball Netball were supported throughout their
participation in their respective competitions.
Group Health Insurance
In February, 2015, the JCAA provided improved
health insurance benefits, especially for prescription
drugs, through the JCAA's Group Health Insurance Scheme.
This was implemented with no premium increases to staff.

Staff Interaction

The JCAA continued to stage opportunities for staff to
interact with each other and hosted a monthly Lyme on the
last Friday of each month. The highlight of these monthly
events was the respective Christmas Lymes at both the
head office and Sangster location, which brought the
calendar year to a successful close. 

A Staff/Family Fun Day was jointly held with subsidiary
company, Aerotel Communications Ltd. on June 28, 2014.
A variety of Pre-Fun Day games and sporting activities
were scheduled and implemented.  These culminated on
the Fun day with Black House emerging the winner in a
nail-biting finish. The winning house was rewarded with a
cake that was shared with House members and other staff.

Sporting Teams

Joint Aerotel/JCAA sporting teams in Netball, Football
and Basketball Netball were supported throughout their
participation in their respective competitions.

Employee/Industrial Relations 

The industrial relations climate was relatively calm during
the 2014-15 year. Efforts were made to address matters
when they arose and to pre-empt others before they
escalated.  

The JCAA sought to build staff capacity through sensitizations
sessions on Improving Employer-Employee Relationships,
while managers, supervisors and union representatives
received training in Industrial Relations and Labour
Management. 

A three (3) year Heads of Agreement commencing 2012,
was signed between the JCAA and Jamaica Air Traffic
Controllers (JATCA). Several meetings were held with
JATCA and the BITU respectively, to discuss matters
relating to the needs and concerns of their members.   

There were no contentious issues with the other unions, the
Jamaica Aviation Inspectors Association (JAIA) and the
Management Staff Association. 

In an effort to enhance operational efficiency, an eight (8)
member Technical Work group was set up to address ANS
issues relating to OFP, Reserve Shift, the Shift structure and
Overtime.  A Terms of Reference was developed and a
plan of action created. Work continues on the mentioned
matters. 

Occupational Safety and Health (OSH)

The JCAA embarked on the initiative of establishing an
Occupational Safety and Health (OSH ) programme in
order to achieve the following objectives: 

     1.   To provide a safe and healthy workplace for 
           employees, contractors and clients.

     2.   To continuously improve the management 
           and standard of the OSH systems in the
           workplace 

     3.   To reinforce a culture of safe working practices 
           at the Authority.

     4.   To reduce or eliminate workplace incidents, 
           injuries and illnesses.

     5.   To promote the welfare of employees

An OSH committee was formed to spearhead the devel-
opment and implementation of the OSH programme and
work commenced with the drafting of an OSH Policy. Efforts to
draft emergency exit routes for the headquarters,
fire emergency evacuation procedures and the creation of
administrative instruments to further enhance and monitor
the programme were also undertaken. 

The Authority also sought to build the capacity of staff
through OSH sensitization sessions. Training for the OSH
committee, ex-officio members and other nominated
individuals was, additionally, provided.
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Key Performance Indicators
for the 2014-2015 year 

Departmental KPIs for the year 2014/2015
KRA - Key Results Area

KRA - Sustainable Economic Growth of Air Transport Industry Achievements 2014/2015 
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Key Performance Indicators for the 2014-2015 year (Cont’d.)

Key Performance Indicators                                 2014/2015 Targets  

KRA – To Maintain A Safe Air Navigation Services                                                   Achievements 2014/2015 

1              Target Level of Safety To maintain and exceed   None recorded for 2014-15 year 
 ICAO target level of Safety of 0.005     
 accidents per million aircraft
 movements (5 X 10-9)       
    
              ATC Incident Target - less than 
              6 per annum 
              

2                             SIA Tower completed by July 2014                 NMIA and SIA
                   
                Towers - 2014-2015                                     furnishing and other key 
              components for both Control  
             Towers completed.

                            operations scheduled for 
             July 2015

3 Procure AIM database system            Software purchased to carry out AIM          In progress. Not accomplished    
                database management and automated 
                obstacle evaluation  

4 Implementation of upgraded                 AUTOTRAC replacement and simulator  In progress. Not accomplished 
 Automation system              purchased    

Construction of New ATC Towers
at SIA & NMIA to implement approach
radar in towers and opportunity for three
surveillance units for business
continuity
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1 Maintenance of Communications,        99.9% Service Reliability                     99.02% Achieved   
 Surveillance & Navigation Equipment 
   
2 Use of NOCC for remote monitoring at            Microwave – Tributary Links: To link   A new microwave radio network  
 ANS sites; facilitated by the deployment         navigational aids back to the ATC Tower.    was commissioned in December 2014
 of tributary and terrestrial microwave network        Implement at SIA    Navigational Aid and 
           Tower - 2014 

                       System (ILS)                           expenditure submitted for

                   

  
5 Reducing reliance on commercial power at        The installation of wind turbine and solar   Not yet accomplished  

               
6 Utilization of Dark Fibre from cellular companies      Site implementation at Sangster,  Manley           The fibre cabinet, though installed  
 through the Ministry's Rights of Passage            and  Airy Hill - 2014. Mt. Denham - 2015   at the Winchester Road corporate
 agreement with the Cellular companies.                     office, is awaiting completion of 
 Goal: To create an alternative communication            the ring before the fibre is  pulled
 underground path to surface communication                                     in and terminated   
 in the event of a catastrophic disaster                  
7 Upgrading AUTOTRAC software and            Full Implementation by last quarter      Not Accomplished.

 and Radar targets can be integrated and          ending March 2017
 displayed on SDD.      

Key Performance Indicators                                     2014/2015 Targets  

KRA - Maintenance of CNS Network Achievements 2014/2015
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Key Performance Indicators for the 2014-2015 year (Cont’d.)

Key Performance Indicators                                                Targets  

Achievements 2014/2015

1 Growth in Operating Income    9%         13%

2 Percentage collection of current    95%          97%
 Air Navigation invoices

3 Percentage collection of current    100%         100%
 PASC invoices

4 Return on Investments     5.70%         6.75%

5 Timely Dispatch of Invoices    5 Days after month end     Achieved 

6 Reporting Deadlines:     

 MOF: Net Credit Report           Within1 week of each month end       Achieved

 MOF: Monthly Financials   By 2nd Thursday Monthly       Achieved within 3 weeks 
                        of month end

 MOF: Statement A              Within 3 weeks of each month end  Achieved

 MOF: Corporate Plan & Budget             By January 1, yearly    Achieved December 31, 2014

 OCG:  Qtr Report    Within 2 weeks of Quarter end   Achieved 

 MTW&H: Qtr Performance Report                  Within 4 weeks of Quarter end   Achieved 

7 Annual Statutory Returns          By March 14, yearly          Achieved  07-Apr-14

8 Annual Financials     By June 30   Achieved 

9 Utilize the electronic banking system for   Implemented by April 1, 2014      In progress – system to be
 payment, while minimizing cheque payments.                           interfaced with general ledger

10 Implement Collection Management 
 Information System to enhance administration  Implemented July 1, 2014         System implemented.
 of Accounts Receivable Portfolio              Customer information to be                
                                 of the upgraded system    
   

11 Implement Web-Based E-payment System  Implemented July 1, 2014     In progress - system to be   
 to facilitate online payment         interfaced with general ledger

KRA - To Maintain Financial Self Sufficiency

Key Performance Indicators 
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Key Performance Indicators                                                Targets  

Achievements 2014/2015KRA - Safe & Secure Aviation Industry

1 Number of planned Inspections:     

  Base Inspections        58           22

  Ramp Inspections       397          264

  C of A Inspections        24                          15

  AOC, AMO & ATO Inspections       39                          16

  Local Aerodrome Audits & Inspections        6           16

  FAOC Inspections        20           10

  Proficiency Checks        30           43

  Air Traffic & Aeronautical Information       18            0
            Services Audits and Facility Inspections

  Search and Rescue Facility Inspections       7            0

2 Hire of additional inspectors        4            2

3 Percentage Regulatory Oversight    100%          64%
            Surveillance of the Aviation Industry

4 Implementation of the requirements of                31-Mar-15        Following the ICVM, it was 
 the USOAP and USAP Corrective Plans                 determined that further 
           revisions to the Civil Aviation Act,  
           Regulations and Schedules were  
           required. A revised draft Act was  
           completed and is under review by  
                     the JCAA’s legal team.  
              The  revised Regulations are
             80% complete.  

Key Performance Indicators 
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JCAA Departmental KPIs 
for the year 2015-2016 

1 Number of planned Inspections: 
 Base Inspections         62
 Ramp Inspections         397
 C of A Inspections         24
 AOC, AMO, ATO Inspections       19
 Aerodrome Audits & Inspections - Local      36
 FAOC Inspections         20
 Proficiency Checks        30
 Air Traffic and Aeronautical Information Services      87
 Audits and Facility Inspections
 Search and Rescue Facility Inspections      12
2 Hire of additional inspectors       4
3 Percentage Regulatory Oversight Surveillance       100%
 of the Aviation Industry
4 Implement the requirements of the USOAP       31-Mar-16
 and USAP Corrective Plans

1 Permission to Levy Airport Charges             Annual approvals granted by September
2 Processing of Permits and Licenses application                 95% for Operations over 30 days
         98% for Operations under 30 days"
3 Negotiate Bilateral and Multinational Air Service Agreements Initiate new agreements with South America and  
              ASEAN Countries.  Five Agreement signed

4 Management of Aviation Data    Develop programme to interface with JRCC APIS  
          Billing System by March 2016

5 Revised Air Service Licenses & Permit Regulation   Draft Regulations Completed

6 Update of States Environmental Action Plan    Implemented March 31, 2016

7 Computerised Licence and Permit processing, tracking            Complete Implementation of System 
 and issuing licences & permits                  by March 2016
   

1 Target Level of Safety      To maintain and keep above
                ICAO Target level of Safety of 0.005
                        accidents per million aircraft
               movements (5 X 10-9)
                       ATC Incident Target - less than 6 per annum

2 Sign agreements for surveillance data sharing                                          Radar-sharing with
 with adjacent FIRs                        COCESNA

3 Reconfiguration of AIS to AIM              Merge AIS & OEPD Units (AIM results)                      
                    Recruit and train new AIS staff
               DANS, CAATI, OEPD, AIS Strengthen
            relationship between MET & ANS Division 

4 Implementation of upgraded Automation system                    AUTOTRAC replacement and simulator 
                                    purchased

KRA - Safe & Secure Aviation Industry
  Key Performance Indicators                                               2015/2016 Targets  

KRA - Sustainable Economic Growth of Air Transport Industry  

Key Performance Indicators                               2015/2016 Targets 

Key Performance Indicators                               2015/2016 Targets 

KRA - To Maintain a Safe Air Navigation Service 
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1 Maintenace of Communications, Surveillance     99.9% Service Reliability
 & Navigation Equipment 

2 Establishing a framework for the servicing of CNS    Establishment of a new maintenance schedule  
 Network with strategic partner AEROTEL        for improved service in 2016

3 Upgrade CNS Infrastructure A-G Radios to be replaced 

4 Reduction the cost of electricity at Winchester Road   Replace all central A/C with Inverter type units at 

5 Reducing reliance on commercial power at key remote   The installation of wind turbine and solar panel  
 array at Ary   sites by the first quarter of 2015                       Hill 2014/2015

6 Utilization of Dark Fiber from cellular companies through             Site implementation at Sangster, Manley 
 the Ministry's rights of passage agreement with the Cellular                and Ary Hill - 2014.  Mt Denham - 2016.
 companies to create an alternative communication 
 underground path to surface communication in the event 
 of a catastrophic disaster   
  
  
  

1 Growth in Operating Income          6%

2 Percentage collection of current Air Navigation invoices       95%

3 Percentage collection of current PASC invoices      100%

4 Return on Investments           5.70%

5 Timely Dispatch of Inovices                       5 Days after month end

6 Reporting Deadlines: 

 MOF: Net Credit Report             Within 1 week of each monthend 

 MOF: Monthly Financials      By 2nd Thursday Monthly

 MOF: Statement A            Within 3 weeks of each month end

 MOF: Corporate Plan & Budget         By Januay 1, yearly

 OCG:  Qtr Report                Within 2 weeks of Quarter end

 MTW&H: Qtr Performance Report               Within 4 weeks of Quarter end

 Annual Statutory Returns         By March 14, yearly

 Annual Financials                 By June 30

7 Automate Purchase Requisition Process             Implemented by April 1, 2015

8 Utilize the eletronic banking system for payment             Implemented by April 1, 2015
 and minimize payments by cheque.

9 Implement Collection Management Information 
 System to enhance administration of Accounts                        Implemented April 1, 2015
 Receivable Portfolio

10 Implement Web-Based Epayment System     Implemented July 1, 2015
 to facilate online payment

  Key Performance Indicators                                               2015/2016 Targets  

KRA - To Maintain Financial Self Sufficiency 

Key Performance Indicators                                                     Targets 

KRA - Maintenance of CNS Network 

JCAA Departmental KPIs for the year 2015-2016 (Cont’d.)
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Independent 
Auditors’ Report



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT 
 
To the Members of 
JAMAICA CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY 
 
Report on the financial statements 
 

We have audited financial statements of Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority (the Authority) and the 
consolidated financial statements of the Authority and its subsidiary (the group), set out on pages 
3 to 39, which comprise the group’s and Authority’s statement of financial position as at March 
31, 2015, the group’s and Authority’s statements of profit or loss and other comprehensive 
income, changes in equity and cash flows for the year then ended, and notes, comprising a 
summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information. 
 

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements 
 

Management is responsible for the preparation of financial statements that give a true and fair 
view in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, and for such internal 
control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements 
that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 
 
Auditors’ Responsibility 
 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial statements based on our audit. We 
conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards 
require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance as to whether or not the financial statements are free from material 
misstatement. 
 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence relating to the amounts and 
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on our judgment, 
including our assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, 
whether due to fraud or error.  In making those risk assessments, we consider internal control 
relevant to the entity’s preparation of financial statements that give a true and fair view in order to 
design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of 
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.  An audit also includes 
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting 
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial 
statements. 
 

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a 
basis for our audit opinion. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2015
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T
he Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority (The Authority) has
presented group accounts by consolidating the results
of its subsidiary Aeronautical Telecommunications Limited

(AEROTEL). This consolidation constitutes an enhanced
financial position overall with the subsidiary contributing
J$157 million or 9% (by comparison, J$138 million or 8%
in 2014) to the net surplus of the group and J$816 million
or 8% (2014: J$577 million or 6%) net total assets to the
group’s total assets. 

The principal activity of the subsidiary was the provision of
telecommunication services on behalf of the Government of
Jamaica.  AEROTEL was also mandated to ensure all
equipment used and owned by the Authority in the
provision of aeronautical services, operates effectively
at prescribed international standards through the provision
of routine maintenance services.

The Authority

Over the years, the Authority as a separate entity has per-
formed remarkably.  This year is no different, as the result
for year ending March 31, 2015 extended the positive
growth trend with a recorded net surplus of J$2,254 million,
compared to J$1,659 million for year ending March 31,
2014.  The resulting increase of J$595 million or 36% is
largely attributed to an increase in total revenue of J$472
million. This accounts for 79% of the total increase in
net surplus.

The J$472 million increase in total revenue represents a
13% increase on the previous year, with the Passenger
Aviation Service Charge (PASC) and Air Navigation Fees
being the two largest components of revenue.  Together, they
accounted for 98% of total revenue, while recording
increases of J$289 million or 16% and J$183 million or
11%, respectively.  These increases were, however,
significantly influenced by exchange gains arising from the
continued devaluation in the Jamaican dollar.

With regard to the PASC, 59% or J$171 million of the
J$289 million increase represented exchange gains, with the
remaining 41% or J$118 million resulting from increased
activity. Real growth in PASC for the year was 6.7% or
314,214 Passenger Seats. Passenger Seats at the end of
March 2015 was 5,036,097, up from 4,721,883 in
2014. The average exchange rate used in conversions for
the year ended March 31, 2014 was J$103.60, compared
to J$112.88 for the year ended March 31, 2015.

The 6.7% growth in PASC activity exceeded the 4.7%
international passenger growth for Latin America and the
Caribbean region, as reported by IATA for the same period.
IATA attributed such growth to lower fuel prices and a
general upturn in world economic conditions since 2014,
but called for cautioned optimism as to the sustainability of
the growth.

The 2% excess in growth experienced by PASC is likely the
effect of the 1.3% lower-than-anticipated PASC activity level
for yearend, March 2014, resulting from the 2013-2014
winter freeze that impacted North America, Canada and
the UK. This condition caused numerous flight cancellations
over a six-month period.

With regard to Air Navigation Fees, 83% or J$153 million
represented exchange gains, while 16% or J$30 million
resulted from increased activity.  In real terms, Air Navigation
Fees grew by 1.8% or US$0.29 million, based on
US$16.61 million being earned for the year ended March
31, 2015, up from US$16.32 million earned in 2014. 
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Operating expenses recorded a 5% decrease of J$96
million, arising mainly from a 91% decrease in the provision
for doubtful debts, given that the exceptional provision of
J$417 million (US$3.8 million) for Air Jamaica’s debt, is not
charged this year. Major compensating increases in operating
expenses this year includes:
     
     • J$61 million, representing the Authority’s contribution
     to search and rescue initiatives under its Memorandum
     of Understanding with the Jamaica Defence Force

     • J$63 million towards risk management initiatives 
     undertaken during the year

     • J$31 million increase in professional fees including
     consultancy with International Civil Aviation Organ-
     isation (ICAO), regarding the development of 
     CAATI as an international aviation training institute.

     • J$18 million increase in charges for meetings and 
     seminars, arising from the Authority’s hosting of the
     International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO)
     Regional Conference in October 2014.

     • J$17 million increase in property insurance, as a 
     result of the two new air traffic control towers being
     added to the portfolio.

     • J$18 million increase in aviation scholarships 
     awarded this year.

Net Finance Income of J$205 million increased by J$28 mil-
lion or 16% from the J$177 million recorded last year.  The
J$28 million increase comprised net interest income of J$26
million and net exchange gains of J$2 million. 

Compared to budget, the increase in net surplus was J$530
million or 31% above target. This occurred in a context
where operating surplus recorded a positive variance of
J$427 million or 26% and Net Finance Income recorded a
positive variance of J$125 million or 157%.

The positive variance on operating surplus was attributed
mainly to a 7% increase in total revenue of J$250 million,
with the major contributors being PASC and Air Navigation
Fees, which increased by J$188 million or 10% and J$75
million or 4%, respectively.  Exchange gains also represented
a substantial amount of these sums.  For PASC, exchange
gains comprised J$80 million and increased activity, J$108
million. Actual Passenger Seats of 5,036,097,
compared to a budgeted 4,763,906 resulted in an
increase of 272,191 seats or 5.7%, for the year
ending March 31, 2015.  

The J$75 million positive variance for Air Navigation
Fees comprised exchange gains of J$72 million and an
increase on budgeted activity of J$3 million.  Actual Air

Navigation Fees of US$16.61 million exceeded
budget of US$16.59 million by US$0.03 million or
0.2% for the year.  The actual average exchange rate
used in conversion was J$112.83, compared to a
budgeted rate of J$108.50.  

Under-expenditure on administrative and operating
expenses was J$177 million or 8%. Of this amount,
J$98 million is attributable to staff costs from planned
recruitment activities that did not materialize. This
variance also contributed positively to the increase on
budgeted surplus. 

Assets, Reserves and Liabilities

Total assets have also displayed steady growth over
the last few years, with the current year recording an
increase of J$1,904 million or 21%, from J$9,059 million
in 2014 to J$10,963 million at yearend of 2015.

Total current assets increased by 34% and included
liquid assets of J$6,982 million at this yearend,
compared to J$5,204 million last year. 

Total non-current assets recorded a net increase of
J$118 million or 4%, including net increases in property,
plant and equipment of J$214 million. The net increase
included final expenditure on the construction of the Air
Traffic Control towers. Increases in employee benefits
of J$51 million also resulted from growth in the value
of pension fund’s assets.

Reserves increased by J$1,755 million or 32%, after
allowing for a special distribution of J$252 million and
normal distribution of J$225 million (i.e. a total of
J$477million) to the Ministry of Finance for yearend
2015.

Overall, growth is still positive and performance good. Return
on Assets for the year is twenty-one per cent (21%), (vs 18%
in 2014).  Liquidity, as measured by the Current Ratio, was
12 times current liabilities this year, compared to 8 times at
yearend 2014.
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The major capital project of the Authority - the construction
and equipping of two Air Traffic Control towers, came to a
close during the year. The project was initially estimated to
cost CN$19,999,974.00, plus project management fees
of four per cent (4%) times the project cost.  The project
closed with additional costs of CN$996,699.73 to the
contractor, due to variations arising from the provision
of access roads, geotechnical investigations and the dis-
mantling of workshops. The variations were settled during
year ending 2014.  CN$353,515.33 was also claimed
as a variation by the Project Managers for extended
contract duration and was subsequently approved by
Cabinet on June 15, 2015. The final cost for the
construction and equipping of the towers now stands at
CN$21,350,189.06.

All activities of the Authority for the year, both capital and
recurrent, were financed from internally generated funds.

Outlook for Next Year

The Authority has embarked on a large-scale asset upgrade
and replacement programme, with budgeted outlay of
US$23.90 million extending to yearend 2018. For yearend
March 31, 2015, expenditure is anticipated at US$15.34
million. 

The earnings prospects for the Authority remain positive, as
indications are that its income base should remain relatively
stable. Air navigation fee income is expected to grow in line
with over-flight activities, which have displayed an average
growth rate of about 3.6% per year over the last five years.

The trend indicates that the 108,143 flights recorded for
yearend 2015 should convert to approximately 112,500
by yearend 2016.

Passenger Seats to and from Jamaica are less predictable,
as there have been significant peaks and troughs in the data
over the last five years. However, these fluctuations have all

occurred above the 4.6 million passenger-seats-level and
rose to 5.02 million at yearend March 2015. The trend
indicates that activity should remain at a level just above
5.02 million passenger seats.  

At this level, earnings from PASC, coupled with that
anticipated for air navigation fees, will be able to
sustain the operations of the Authority for the next year.



Director & Senior Executives’ 
Compensation
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Director General 2014/2015     9,521,717              248,830                 140,000                952,172             37,500        10,900,219 

Deputy Director  2014/2015 8,873,815       248,830    140,000    887,381    37,500        10,187,526 
General Reg. Aff.

Deputy Director  2014/2015 8,156,651       248,830    140,000    815,665    37,500          9,398,646 
General Admin & Service

Director Air  2014/2015 7,104,201              1,437,676          -      710,420    37,500          9,289,797 
Navigation Services

Director Economic  2014/2015 5,899,038    1,224,550          -      589,904    37,500          7,750,992 
Regulation

Director Flight Safety 2014/2015 7,787,588    1,224,550          -      778,759    37,500          9,828,397 

Director Human  2014/2015 5,813,438    1,224,550           -      581,344    37,500          7,656,832 
Resource

Director Finance 2014/2015 6,412,638    1,224,550          -      641,264    37,500          8,315,952 

General Counsel 2014/2015 6,583,838    1,224,550          -      658,384    37,500          8,504,272 

TOTAL                     66,152,924    8,306,916    420,000               6,615,292    337,500        81,832,632 

Notes:        
1.  Cash Allowances include  motor vehicle upkeep to all except Director General and deputies; plus meal and clothing to all.        
2.  The $140,000 allocated to Director General, Deputy Director General-Regulatory Affairs and Deputy Director General-Admin. and Services represents      
    value of assignment of motor vehicle with over 50% private use based on Income Tax Act, 2nd Sch. Part 1, Appendix (Regulation 11)   
     

FOR YEAR APRIL 1, 2014  TO MARCH 31, 2015 
SENIOR EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION

Postion 
of Senior 
Executive

Year Salary  
  ($)

Cash 
Allowances  
      ($)

Value of 
Assignment 

of Motor Vehicle

Contributions 
to Pension 

Scheme
($)

NIS 
Contributions

    ($) 

Non-Cash 
Benefits 

  ($) 
Total  
 ($) 



ACC Area Control Centre
ACIAirports Council International 
ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast
AEROTEL Aeronautical Telecommunications Limited
AIM Aeronautical Information Management
AME Aircraft Maintenance Engineer
AMHS Air Traffic Management Message Handling System
AMO Aircraft Maintenance Organization
ANS Air Navigation Services
AOC Air Operators Certificate
APC Area Positive Control 
APV Approach Procedures with Vertical Guidance
ASAs Air Services Agreements
ASBU Aviation System Block Upgrade
ATC Air Traffic Control
ATM Air Traffic Management
ATO Approved Training Organization
ATPL Airline Transport Pilot Licence
ATFM Air Traffic Flow Management
ATSAir Traffic Services
AVIAT Short for AVIATION
Baro VNAV Barometric Vertical Navigation
BITU Bustamante Industrial Trade Union
CAATI Civil Aviation Authority Training Institute
CAR/SAM Caribbean and South American (region)
CASSOS Caribbean Aviation Safety and Security Oversight 
CAT Operational Performance Category
CCO Continuous Climb Operations
CDO Continuous Descent Operations
CICTE Inter-American Committee Against Terrorism
CNS Communications, Navigation and Surveillance
CPL Commercial Pilot Licence
DIA Dedicated Internal Access
EECP Energy Efficiency and Conservation Programme
EI     Effective Implementation
EMS Engineering Maintenance Services 
ESS Employee Self Service 
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FAOC Foreign Air Operator Certificate
FD  Flight Dispatcher (Flight Operations Officer)
FDP Flight plan Data Processing
FIR   Flight Information Region (Jamaica)
FSD Flight Safety Division
FUA Flexible Use of Airspace
GANP Global Air Navigation Plan
HRMS Human Resource Management System

Glossary of Acronyms
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ICAN ICAO Air Services Negotiation Conference
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
ICVM ICAO Coordinated Validation Mission
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